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 1.   Edward Trethowan - Word For World
The material I'm working on these days is probably best described as 'electroacoustic 
ambient', where heavy processing of certain source elements is used for dynamic, 
detailed, usually quiet and slow pieces.
In this case, every sound making up this track comes from one field recording, taken in 
September 2013, in a forest called Kauppi that lies right outside our home in Tampere, 
Finland. The microphone used is a Zoom H4n. The title, 'Word for World', is a reference 
to the novel 'The Word for World is Forest', by Ursula Le Guin.
htt://net.lkyy.fi 3

2.   Kev Hopper - Spoz Cranks
Recorded Greenwich,London, 2014

3.   Helen McCookerybook - Quic Fitte 
Recorded on an i-phone in the living room. With dog.

4.   Esbjörn Wettermark - Polka 
It's a Polka from Värmland, a western province of Sweden on the borders to Norway. I 
learnt it from Mats Eden, who learnt it from Oskar Andersson, an old melodeon player 
from Mangskog, Värmland. Oskar had the tune from another melodeon player, Anders 
from Trehörningen, who might have composed it.
Recorded by Richard Sanderson in his living room, Hither Green.

5.   Weatherglass - Edgeley Illuminations

6.   Dave Clarkson - Cradle 
recorded yesterday and mixed today,,,,using...
1, Rode NT1-A mic with cradle placed in front of drum kit.
2, Zoom H2n mic placed close to glockenspiel.
Drums were pitch shifted all the way down to sound like thunder. 
Cymbals and glockenspiel were treated less heavily.
Keyboard loop is the only programming...



7.   Martin Archer - Macrophonie
No electronics used other than reverb, which is a simulation of the chapel at Ely 
Cathedral.
Baritone and sopranino saxophones, consort of recorders, bass harmonica, tuning forks, 
bagatelle, violin, prepared banjo.

8.    Steve Moyes - CLOCK MUSIC II
A semi - composed cello piece with live looping. 

9.    Eun-Jung Kim & Charlie Collins - A Dream of Clouds 
Eun-Jung Kim   komungo
Charlie Collins   percussion
Live studio recording, September 2014

10.    Sean Dower - Since My Baby Left Me 
1996

11.    Richard Sanderson - Hither Green 
Recorded Hither Green, London SE13



12.    Julie Beman - Bright Image Burned The Light 
I was doing some song sketching in my living room and became frustrated with the piano 
so I started to sing.
And here it is - a sketch exactly two minutes long, recorded on a phone and whisper-sung
because my husband is asleep and the animals are calm.

13.    Churn Milk Joan - Ewe Lifts Mutton 
Written by Colin Robinson and Richard Knutson
programmed beat - Colin
live percussion - Colin and Richard
acoustic guitar - Richard
electric guitar - Colin and Richard
6-string bass - Colin
sax - Colin
voice - Richard

14.    Jude C. Montague - Mermaid   

15.    Neil Jones - Piano Over Engineering 
This work contains recordings of 'equipment' in my garage associated with metal, 
recorded as an experiment.  A vice, an electric drill and spanners; engineering.  These 
were sampled using an iPhone and then 'processed' and  'further engineered'. The piano 
comes in later as an antidote; over the engineering.

16.    Chris Whitehead - Aerial 
Recently the television aerial blew off our roof and was dangling by a couple of cables 
and in danger of falling on somebody. We got a bloke round to take it down and it spent a 
day or two laid on the ground at the side of the house. I stuck a couple of microphones 
down the metal tube on a windy but bright autumn morning just before the scrap men 
took it away. 

17.    Karl J. Paloucek - Pešky
Everything on this track was recorded with microphones. Some elements with a cheap, 
$60 condenser; some with Neumann and other high-end studio mics.



18.    The Auctioneer - Antique Cricket Table
Canberra, Australia

19.    Dead Voices on Air - Go North Aitor, Go North 
Mark Spybey, Northumberland 2014.
Made from Edirol field recordings, Middlesbrough FC v Watford FC, October 2014, 
Riverside, Middlesbrough.

20.    skitter - POST
processed field recordings, Glasgow 2014 

21.    Mark Browne - The Chance Meeting Of A Knife With The Wrong Patient On An 
Operating Table 

22.     Mike Cooper - The Death of William Gooch 12th May 1792 

23.    Clive Pearman - Take The D Train 
 A subway train journey in New York

24.    Michael Holland - Readymade Regent Ramble
It's a recording of a walk along a hackney stretch of the Regents Canal. I live by the canal
so hope this fits your request to make the tracks in some way domestic. I had an 
introduction to Dada in my pocket, so I suppose that makes my submission a 
'Readymade Regent Ramble'. I'm a bit obsessed with alliteration.

25.    Chris Jones - Endless Kant

26.    Consuaala Kuzenstan - Room For Improv (-ment) 
Consuaala Kuzenstan -Piano

27.    Roger Doyle - The Art of Memory 
Recorded off the telly by Zoom mic





28.    Pete Gomes - Object Relation

29.    Jukka-PekkaKervinen - if less than 
smart phone recording + electronic manipulations (delays, reverb) + some extra sounds. 
2014

30.     Steve Layton - Agoraphobia 
Recorded in Seattle 2014.

31.     Matt Warren - Dead Letter Office 
Year: 2014
Sounds: Acoustic guitar, voice, toy piano, headed 'spark' shaker.
Recorded: Dead Letter Office, New Town, Tasmania, Australia
Online: http://www.mattwarren.com.au/MattWarren_sound.html

32.    K.A. Laity - Kinski Butterfly 
I’m tempted to use a pseudonym so I don’t have to admit to trying to sing. The song 
wasn’t 2 minutes, so I left the last part to just the clock ticking and other ambient sounds, 
which seems fine.

33.    Clive Niall - How To Look Good Naked

34.    Paul Dunmall and Andy Isham - Lonnie's Lament `
Paul Dunmall - ts 
Andy Isham - perc 
30.10.95

35.    Mixed Porter Session - Officers' Polka 
Recorded in the Ladywell Tavern, Lewisham, South London by Kayleigh Shepherd on her
phone.

36.     Leo Whetter - Hotel Overground 
I remembered I had this in the archives. I hope you can find a use for it. The fella was just
getting carried away, and who wouldn't?



37.    Destroyevsky - Feeding Me Up 
Destroyevsky is Annie Dee and Anthony Donovan / on this occasion using dictaphone & 
fretless half-guitar.

38.    The Borderline Bazaar - Bizarre (1996)
my pal David Bell came up with the guitar part, and is probably playing here it as well. 

39.    Sam Fendrich with Richard Leigh - Tells of Mysteries 
Poem from "Lines" by Sam Fendrich
Voice- Richard Leigh
Piano - Sam Fendrich

40.    Antwerp - Gregorian Kyrie IV 
My song is a simple mix between a Gregorian & Xmas Chant, Kyrie IV and some crispy 
guitars recorded with just a condenser microphone by the cone of my amp. Used different
tuning from standard. 

41.    Danielle Quinn- Raise A Glass 
It's for those loved ones on our minds at Christmas who are no longer with us....Yep, 
chirpy.... :-)

42.     Steve Heath - Supporting The Losing Team, Then Dinner
it's all low-fi recording, probably about supporting the losing team, then going for dinner 
afterwards.. (plus some buzzy guitar and bluesy piano..)

43.     Wade Stone - Oyster oller 
It's a recording of some oyster catchers and a bit of noodling with a paint roller.

44.     Longstone - Live Hundred Years Gallery 2 Minute Edit
 
45.     Howard Jacques - Bath,Tap and Fan
This fits the brief for domestic sounds.



46.     Elizabeth Veldon - A Hand-Wound Victorian Christmas (After Michael Tanner) 

47.     Alessandra Falbo - Portrait
I'm an artist from Brazil currently living in London.
I interviewed these people and edited their responses.

48.     James Kerr - Trains In The Old Days 
James Kerr - Vocals, Guitar, Stylophone, Toy Accordion
James Kerr is based in Livingston, West Lothian, and musically trades as "the Borderline 
Bazaar"



49.      Tear Fet - Rooms 
 Recorded in different rooms (and in the outside yard) of the house I'm currently living in 
on my smartphone.

50.      Erocnet - Waiting for the Coffee 
Sweden 2014

51.      The Earliest Humans - Nästa Gamla Stan 
 A subway train (or tunnel train as they say locally) in Stockholm

52.      Union Furnace - Joycean Recall 
Anthony Osborne: alto saxophone, electronics, field recordings and treatments.

53.      It Will Turn Into A Head - Post Punk 
Transistor Radio and Portable Cassette Recorder with built-in condenser microphone.

54.      Rob Lawson - RICKT001 

55.      Mike Adcock and Sylvia Hallett - Imaginary Dance No.2 
a two minute recording for you, featuring Sylvia Hallett and I playing one of my Imaginary 
Dances in her living room earlier in the year. I've deliberately not added any reverb which 
I might normally have done, so it has the domestic sound you want. 

54.      Rob Lawson - RICKT001 

55.      Mike Adcock and Sylvia Hallett - Imaginary Dance No.2 
a two minute recording for you, featuring Sylvia Hallett and I playing one of my Imaginary 
Dances in her living room earlier in the year. I've deliberately not added any reverb which 
I might normally have done, so it has the domestic sound you want. 





56.       Duncan Goddard - H1FTE 
genuinely recorded on a phone, while I was working at sky, though obviously I’ve given it 
a bit of fiddling. 

57.       Richard Carr - Dozing of A City 
Recorded using a zoom h4n microphone in my home in Co. Wexford, Ireland.
www.richardcarr.ie

58.      Edward Sanderson - Shanghai Cab
 It began as a recording of the cacophony of synthesised announcements you hear when 
travelling in a Shanghai cab, but as this was recorded with my phone there was a call and
I forgot it was still recording, so towards the end it's a mess of outdoor noises and the 
phone in my pocket.

59.      Gavin Parry - 2 Sphygmomanometers and a Radio 
Here's something I recorded on the rig, it's kind of domestic as I live half of my life there. I
recorded the inside of an automatic blood pressure cuff using my i-phone and added a 
little radio traffic.

60.       Broca Ensemble - Improv #4 
The Broca Ensemble are a minimalist guitar ensemble consisting of up to 10 players. 
Formed in South East London in 2010.  
http://www.thebrocaensemble.co.uk

61.       Blackheath Morris Men - Practicing "Saturday Night" 
 Recorded St Marks Church Hall, Greenwich 28/11/2014 
- with Esbjörn Wettermark - Melodeon

62.       GF Handle - Drip Music 
 I was sitting at my laptop today with the radio on and I was distracted by an annoying tap
dripping in the kitchen. When I went to turn it off I realized it was truly amazing so I 
recorded it. Here's two minutes of it.



63.       The Gorn - Locked In 
Clive Pearman and Richard Sanderson - Electric Guitars
Recorded at Alaska Studios, Waterloo.

64.       Iris Garrelfs - Dance of the Mosquitoes

65.       John Bisset - rs 2 mins 
The two overhead microphones in our 'studio' get interfered with by the dimmers on the 
lights. and we've got the monitors up a bit of course to generate that feedback. You can 
see the overhead mics above ivor in the laptop monitor on desk, on the photo attached.

66.       DPM357X - Fracked
DPM357X is Franziska Lantz and Howard Jacques. There are a few interesting (to me) 
microphone uses in this recording.



67.       The Field Family - Silent Nights

68.       Billy Oblivion and the Minstrel Boys - Fat
Recorded in my front room with a Shure Prologue microphone, a Torque Acoustics 10 
watt amp and Audacity. And a broken mic stand.

69.       Richard Longman - Europe V Paradise II

70.       63. Now - Parapains
recorded using mics & no computer involvement. 
cheeeers, justin 
www.nowtheband.com 

71.       Soiled/Marcus H- The Gates of Gable End
Utilising Mobile phone sounds captured over the last 8 months including outside house, 
Skinningrove steel works on the door, trip to Mosi museum in Manchester. Piano was 
recorded during a visit to my mum and dads house in Clevedon. Chinese restaurant in 
Redcar Mr Wongs. All sounds mangled by effects.

72.       Cary Longman - 2 Minutes

73.       Grace Connor - More, More, More!
This 'tune' is called 'More More More!' and was made in Ableton Live using my voice, 
toys, household objects and telephone answering machine messages recorded into the 
computer mic.

74.        Project Mycelium - Music From A Steel Bowl Full Of Water

75.        Sonofapup - Neversong 
2002

76.       Phil Hollins - Two Minutes On The Train





77.       Vincent Doherty - HorseChestnutGone
Recorded at home.The microphone aspect of the track is the birdsong recorded from our 
balcony.      

78.       Sue Ferrar - Waiting For Geminids in the Argentianian Pampas
I managed to make a field recording last night near Magdalena, Argentina. It was 2am 
and I was outside waiting to see Geminids... I did see about 6...

79.      Steve Dinsdale - My Life With A Bunch Of Goats
Recorded using a small radio, a microphone, an Electro Harmonix looper and a metal 
shaker gaffer-taped to the floor manually played at the same time as the looping was 
going on. Been wanting to use the track title for ages !

80.       Whitney & Paradise - Alone

81.       Neil Gordon Orr - 120 Seconds Over Ladywell Fields
lo-fi soundscape mostly recorded on cassette wearing mic while running round Ladywell 
track.

82.      Steven Ball - Microphone

83.      Bermuda Triangle Test Engineers - Afterbarn
This is an acoustic improvisation by the trio of Melanie Clifford, Nick Wilsdon and Howard 
Jacques recorded straight after our 2013 Supernormal Barn set out the back of the Barn 
played on an old piano frame.

84.      Falconetti - Milla

85.      Paco Rossique - Sombra Binocular Obsessional

86.      Susanita - Evening In The Pampas



87.        Constantine Dinos Michaelides - After the Death of the Last Star, Fragmented 
Memories from the Infinite Past Linger in the Void
Microphone              : Realistic PZM
Source Recording        : Piano Accordion recorded at home to 4-track cassette
Processing              : Various digital and analogue processes

"Two Minutes Left" was compiled, 
sequenced and assembled by 
Richard Sanderson, who also took 
the black and white photographs.





"Two Minutes Left"

These 87 tracks were all sent to me in response to a 
call for works issued on the Linear Obsessional blog.
My two rules were that the works had to be exactly two 
minutes long, and that at some point in the recording 
process a microphone should have been used - in other
words, before the sounds presented here reach your 
ears they have, in some way, travelled through air.  
The reasons for these rules were rather prosaic - two 
minutes to keep the collection short (that was before I 
realised it was going to have 87 tracks!) and it's a 
discipline I enjoy- see the earlier compilation of remixes 
"Button Box". The insistence on using a microphone 
was to discourage completely electronic works, and to 
bring in some domestic elements- to give the recordings
a sense of place.
The results, as you can hear are as diverse as it's 
possible to imagine- from full, immaculately produced 
studio works to hissy smartphone recordings- and 
throughout there are things to remind you that you're 



listening to real people in real places - birdsong, pets, 
breathing, conversation, and the location recordings run
from the electrobabble of a Shanghai cab ride to the 
near silence of night on the Argentinian Pampas, to the 
sounds of the pub or a football match. In between are 
some gloriously recorded musical vignettes by some of 
the most extraordinary musicians around.
I really am delighted with this compilation, it seems to 
me to be ultimately a celebration of being human, and a
celebration of friendship and collaboration. There are 
some people on here I've known since pre-school days,
others I've only got to know via social media, some are 
people I've played music with for decades, others are 
my neighbours.
There's a lot to listen to - choose your own way of doing
it - all in one go, or dipping in, from one end to the other,
or on shuffle play, but if you like something, I suggest 
you do an internet search, look up the artists and see 
what else they have to offer. You won't be disappointed.

-Richard Sanderson 23/12/2014
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